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Abstract 
Smart mobility has been a recent hot topic for both Europe and the whole world. 
Electrification and automation are believed to be the future trends of vehicles. This trend 
in Spain will also continue as the Catalonia municipality passed the “Climate Change Bill” 
to reduce emission 100% by 2050[1].  

 
In Spain, only the company in the list of “Gestores de cargas” can sell electricity to charge 
the EVs[2]. As it is written in the article 36, DSOs shall not be allowed to own, develop, 
manage or operate energy storage facilities unless the following situations: with an open 
tender procedure no other party has expressed an interest in entering this market and 
storage facilities are necessary for the DSOs to fulfil their regulated tasks for the reliable 
and secure operation of the distribution system. Also, it regulates that EV operators have 
to be separate from charging station facilities operators, which brings more stakeholders 
into the topic. 

Estabanell is one of those companies which can use the existing distribution network or 
extend the existing network and install EV charging points. So far, Estabanell only has 
slow charging and is planning to install some fast charging points in a few years, 
according to the e-mobility platform of Estabanell[3]. This study uses a geographic 
information systems (GIS) based on the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) approach for 
selecting the locations in the perspective of DSOs-Estabanell. This method develops an 
cost-efficient, electrical-realistic solution to the complex decision-making problem in urban 
environment. In the end, an analysis of each location is presented to prove the tool is 
effective. 
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1. Introduction 
To reduce the greenhouse emission and to increase generation from renewable power 
sources is a great challenge in urban cities. 

Smart mobility is considered as an important pillar to achieve smart city development. For 
the near future of in cities leading the trend, there is a vision of emerging three mobility 
trajectories, that is sharing, autonomous driving, and electrification [4]. Digitisation is 
currently reshaping those sectors.ICT-enabled web, mobile and big data applications are 
spawning new mobility and transport services systems. Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) will 
increasingly catalyse the public-private co-development, co-delivery of mobility, transport 
systems and services, as well as shared & open use of public space, data and 
infrastructure. 
In broad terms for city development, different cities will need to navigate these possibilities 
differently. Factors such as population density, wealth, the state of road and transportation 
infrastructure, pollution and congestion levels, and local governance capabilities will need 
to be considered. Electric vehicle is seen as a solution to reduce fossil fuel emission since 
comparing to other renewable options, there is a major advantage, that is the already 
existing distribution infrastructure in cities– the power grid. Decision makers also believed 
that EV sales will have reached 15% of the market in 2026 comparing to 
today(1%)(KPMG, 2012). However, the main barrier in EV development is the distribution 
of charging stations that connect EV to the grid. 

 

1.1 Previous research to the field  
In Distribution network planning integrating charging stations of electric vehicle with V2G, 
an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method is used to make decision under multi-
objectives, not only considering economic benefits but also social and environmental 
issues. 5 steps are taken to determine the weight co-efficiency of candidate EV charging 
stations, as is shown in Figure 1.1[5]. Then the objective function in this case, is the 
minimum cost of the sum of annual investment, maintenance and operation cost.  In 
addition, the constraints conditions of the radial distribution network planning and the 
charging stations should be taken into account, to be more specific, the restriction of 
capacity, the voltage drop and power quality of the power grid need to be considered 
when connecting EV, more details will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 1.1 The hierarchical structure of the weight coefficients of candidate charging 
stations 

 

To obtain the optimal solution, the ordinal optimization theory is applied in the network 
planning. The proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1.2[5] with the case running 1000 
possible solutions. 
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Figure 1.2 Ordinal optimization algorithm flow  

In Optimisation for Allocating BEV Charger Stations in Urban Areas by Using Hierarchical 
Clustering,a two step process for optimising the distribution planning of fast charging 
stations is applied.  In the first step, clustering techniques are used by estimating sizing 
and cost to identify suitable possible EV service areas. The clustering is done based on 
the traffic density in fast charging instead of residence density in home charging. See 
Figure 1.3[6].  
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Figure 1.3 Converting traffic occupancies to data points 

Then in the next step, three different methods to identify the optimal sites locations are 
introduced. 
Assign x identical charging stations to y possible service areas with the aim to minimize 
the total cost. 
Assign x different charging stations to y possible service areas with the aim to minimize 
the total cost. 
Assign x identical charging stations based on limited capital. 

In this thesis, it will discuss the first method only since the main interest of this thesis is for 
Estabanell. 

The study of the Analytical Method for the Location Planning of Charging Station for 
Electric Vehicles assumed the route choice behaviour of the EVs are known and made the 
optimization aimed to minimize the travel cost of the EV holders. However, since the 
purpose of this thesis is to minimize the cost from the DSO side, it will not be discussed 
specifically but may of interest in other cases. 

1.2 Objectives of the project 
Several stakeholders will be involved in a EV charging station installation, see in Chapter 
2.3. Parties directly pay the costs for infrastructure are not those who are enjoying the 
benefits. In this case, certain costs might be passed on into national tariffs. That is why, it 
is important to reduce the cost of installation as possible. 

The purpose of this thesis is only to minimize the cost of installation, investment, 
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operation, maintenance will not be taken into account for now. More specifically, the 
following questions will be answered in the following chapters. 

What will the need for public fast charging be like in the near future? (eg.2020) 
What are the key issues involved in EV charging? (infrastructure, stakeholders,eg.)  
What are the different deployment methods according to different scenarios of EV 
charging? 
What is the practical value of the result based on this thesis? 

1.3 Method and Tools 
In chapter 2, it will introduce the EV charging infrastructure and the aspects affecting them 
as well as stakeholders. This is done by literature studies and interviews with experts and 
decision makers in this field. From this knowledge different scenarios of EV charging is 
identified and also the spatial deployment methods according to these. These methods 
are implemented in the software QGIS(Geographic Information System). 
QGIS is a free open source geographic information system supports viewing, editing, and 
analysis of geospatial data. It runs on almost all operating systems like Windows, Mac and 
Linux. QGIS supports both raster and vector layers; vector data is stored as either point, 
line, or polygon features. Multiple formats of raster images are supported, and the 
software can georeference images. 

1.4 Scope of the project 
The thesis will analyse different aspects to be considered when planning for a charging 
station with an introduction of charging infrastructure, see chapter 2. And then in chapter 
3, it will present 3 different public charging cases, with the deployment methods for 2 
cases focusing on fast charging, together with a description of input data and key 
parameters. In chapter 4, a real case with Estabanell Energia will be tested and analysed 
and a suggestion of sites will be made to Estabanell Energia. Since it is the fast charging 
scenario we are talking about, the input data would focusing more on the main roads 
representing traffic rather than residence area representing population, which is more 
useful to analyse in slow charging.In chapter 5, the cost of each location will be estimated. 
In chapter 6, an open discussion is held with possible extensions of the study. 
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2. Aspects affecting the Electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure 

2.1 Energy Consumption and Charging infrastructure 
An electric vehicle, often referred to as ¨EV¨ in short, is driven by an electric motor 
comparing to automotive vehicles driven by internal combustion engine. EVs are divided 
into 2 main categories, the HEV(Hybrid Electric Vehicle), and the PEV(Plug-in Hybrid 
Electric Vehicle). The HEV has both an internal combustion engine and an electric motor 
but run only on fuel and can not be recharged. The PEV contains both the PHEV(Plug-in 
Hybrid Electric Vehicle) and BEV(Battery Electric Vehicle). Different from HEV, PHEV has 
both internal combustion engine and electric motor, and can be driven by both options. 
However, BEV has only an electric motor and thus can be only driven by that. In our 
thesis on future charging infrastructure planning, only PEV is taken into account since 
HEV doesn't use external charging. See Figure 2.1[6]. 

 

Figure 2.1 Electric vehicle categorisation 

There are different techniques for charging a PEV along with different  charging scenarios, 
conductive(plug-in) and inductive(wireless) charging in standing still condition and while 
driving condition, see Table 2.1[6]. For this thesis, only plug-in charging in standing still 
condition is considered. 
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Table 2.1 Charging scenarios	  

According the survey conducted by European distribution system operators for smart 
grids, EV drivers will rely on slow-charging at home or public accessible domain in high 
population density area up to 80% of the time. At faster charging speed, locations are 
possible at traffic high density places such as petrol pumps and service stations. 

Also, we will be focusing on BEV among PEV since PHEV can not use fast-charging due 
to high power levels[6]. The table 2.2 [7] below shows a category of maximum power 
levels for recharging electric vehicles across EU countries. 

 

Table 2.2 Charging power levels(kW) 

Figure 2.2 shows the types of the plugs connected to the EVs according to their power 
capacity [8]. 
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Figure 2.3 shows the configuration diagram of QC45[9], which is a quick charging station 
that can charge all EVs with CHAdeMO, CCS, and AC Type-2(fast) charging compliance. 

  

Figure 2.2 The plugs of EVs 
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Figure 2.3 The QC45 configurations 

 

2.2 Driving and charging habits 
Different EV drivers have different driving habits and thus have different requirements on 
charging. Below developed a short description of the driving and charging habits of 
different EV users. 
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Company Cars 

Because of the high cost of EVs and lack of charging stations comparing to fuel stations, 
private persons are less likely to buy EVs comparing to municipalities and companies. 
Usually, cities, municipalities and companies are investing on EVs for the consideration of 
environmental reputation. 

Private cars with access to private parking 

Due to practical and economical reasons, most of the charging of this category will be 
done as much as possible at home. With this saying, public charging will only be served 
as a complementary to home charging. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse whether 
home charging will cover the daily need commuting and if not, how much can it cover. 

Figure 2.4 [6] shows the result of a survey in daily travel distance in 8 EU countries. 

 

Figure 2.4 Daily travel distance 

 
Another thing worth noted is that only 18% will consider buying EV with a range of 120 km 
or below (G4V, 2011), which brings up the phenomena range anxiety. 

Private cars without access to private parking 

These EV drivers will need reliable place to park their cars at night and also charging at 
the same time, in this way, slow charging would be the main option since time is not an 
issue. Surely there will exist a need for fast charging as well but only as a complementary 
way. Figure 2.5 [6] shows the result of a survey in available parking opportunities in 8 EU 
countries. 
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Figure 2.5 Available parking opportunities 

Pooling cars 

Car-pooling is growing and growing nowadays since it is more flexible than owning a car 
and ca become an important pillar in the future commuting system especially in large 
cities. It will have the same charging pattern as private EVs without access to private 
parking. 

2.3 Charging Product and Provider (product and 
stakeholders) 

The government 

The government sets the basic framework for the future EV development since it is the 
main policy and decision-making stakeholder. Some government may choose to support 
the EV development by reducing taxes, for example. Also, there is level of supra-national 
agreement, e.g. through the International Energy Agency(IEA), ¨Electric Vehicles 
Initiative¨¨The Electric Drive plugs in implementing Agreement ¨ are brought up (IEA IA-
HEV 2012). Some governments believe it´s better to leave as much as possible to market 
force and not take interferes into this issue. However, Spanish government has taken 
actions on EVs, for example, they offer grants for the purchase of electric cars. In Spain, 
the national government launched a new strategy to promote Alternative Energy Vehicles 
2014-2020(VEA), aiming to make Spain a country reference in implementing alternative 
vehicles[10]. 
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The local planners 

Decision makers in regional level, communities and cities may consider the charging 
stations as an important selling point to be environmental friendly. They don´t have the 
right to sell the electricity, instead, their main interest is to achieve more sustainability 
within the area. 

The energy companies 

The electric distribution and retails company have essential knowledge and experience in 
installing substations and selling electricity, which is the key pillar in charging 
infrastructure. Especially in Spain, regarding the policy ¨gestor de carga¨, only a cargo 
manager can sell electricity to recharge vehicles, without needing to be a marketer, aiming 
to simplify certain technical requirements and facilitate the implementation of charging 
points. Endesa, one of the largest electricity retailer in Spain has tripled the number of 
standard charging stations and 37 fast charging stations[11].Also, it has been the main 
driver of the national e-mobility demo project ZEM2ALL and inductive charging for bus 
lane project VICTORIA in Malaga[11]. 

The parking companies 

Most of the public charging stations will be placed in conjunction to the already existing 
parking lots. It will also bring a new business opportunity for parking companies. 

Companies with customer parking areas 

Service companies like restaurants, stores, hotels, shopping malls can be vital in EV 
development since they are the most possible to own a charging stations, aiming to attract 
more customers with EV and also for environmental reputation. In Spain, a good example 
is Ikea and McDonalds. 

2.4 Market Potential (estimating the future charging need) 
China was the largest EV market in 2016, more than double the amount in the United 
States. In Europe, the six countries have the most of EVs are: Norway, the United 
Kingdom, France, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden[12]. Figure 2.6 shows the 
annual EV sales in comparison [13]. 
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Figure 2.6 Spanish Annual EV Sales Comparison 

To estimate the future charging infrastructure need, many calculation methods and 
parameter needs to be estimated as well. In the following section, a simplified method for 
the market estimation was introduced along with the Assumptions made and results 
calculated. 

Assumptions 

Since the data of home charging is not available due to home charging is usually slow 
charging and does not necessarily need the installation. The following simplified scenario 
of charging behaviour was assumed based on the survey conducted in the Whatsapp 
group of EV divers, see Figure 2.7. It showed that 70% of EV drivers charge at home, all 
home charging is slow charging in this case. For the other 10% of charging is done at 
work and we assume is all medium-fast charging in this case, while other 20% is public 
fast charging. 

 

Figure 2.7 Assumed charging behaviour scenario 

Also, we assumed that the average daily driving distance of EV is 40 km/day. If the energy 
consumption is 0.2 kWh/km, the average energy consumption a single EV is 8 kWh/day. A 
difference was made in medium charging during the day, work and night since the time 
the charging station is occupied usually will be longer than the actual charging time 
needed when it is charging at night and work. In addition, a utilisation factor is taken into 
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account for both medium charging and fast charging since the charging stations will not be 
in use the whole day. In our assumption, charging at home ,work and public stations can 
all reach up to 50%, 25% and 12.5% of a whole day. Utilisation factors of 50% ,25% and 
12.5% is used based on the queuing theory in (G4V, 2011). Three different charging 
alternatives are adapted, see table 2.3. 

Type Charging time for 100km 
of BEV range 

Power supply Power Voltage Max. current 

Slow 6-8 hours Single phase 3.3 kW 230 VAC 16 A 

Medium 2-3 hours Three phases 10 kW 400 VAC 16 A 

Fast 20-30 minutes Direct current 50 kW 400-500 VAC 100-125 A 

Table 2.3 Charging options 
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3. Deployment methods for public charging 
stations 
We assumed that all public charging cases are fast charging. But in this chapter, three 
different cases of public charging will be introduced and then only 2 fast public charging 
cases will be analysed in specific with the input data and the spatial deployment methods. 

3.1 Cases where deployment methods are of interest 
(introduce 3 cases, public slow charging stations, public fast 
charging stations, charging station alongside a major road) 
Case 1: Public slow charging within cities 

In the previous chapter we assume that all cars have private parking and charging access. 
But in real case, not all cars have private charging areas, eg. pooling cars. They will have 
to rely on public charging for everyday power supply. In this case, they will be mainly 
charged while parked at night, close to where they live. So the parking areas and 
residential population need to be considered. 

Case 2: Public fast charging within cities 

In some cases when the car on the highway especially running out of power, the rapid 
extra charging will be needed to serve as a complemented way to charge. These fast 
charging stations are preferably located in high traffic density area and high ways. 
Because it needs to be connected to grid, considerations of the grid connection should 
also be taken. 

Case 3: Electrification of major roads(Medium-Fast) 

By placing out Medium-Fast charging stations alongside the major roads, the EV range 
can be extended. These cases, charging time doesn´t necessarily need to be very short 
since the main purpose is to expand the range of the car on the major roads of a certain 
route from home to remote working places instead of high-ways. In summary, 
considerations of EV range, gird availability and certain routes need to be taken. 

3.2 The input data(2 fast charging cases) 
Different data need to be analysed as an input for the suitable location of EV charging 
sites. Since this paper is focusing on the fast charging stations, only the 2 cases of fast or 
medium-fast will be analysed. 
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Road grid 

The existing road network in the certain research area, in our case, the certain area of the 
electric grid of Estabanell will serve as a GIS basis. The data can be provided from the 
distribution network information of Estabanell. 

Parking areas 

In some cases of medium-fast charging, the charging time doesn´t need to be very fast. 
Parking areas will be most likely to be chosen when charging on roads. Possible parking 
areas can be alongside the streets, public garages,etc. One thing need to be noted is that 
not all existing parking lots can be used to install charging points because of street 
cleaning and snow clearing issues. (Sunnerstedt,2012). The GIS data of existing parking 
areas can be obtained from the parking companies and the city planning authorities. 
However, indifferent cases, different information would be needed in addition. 

Suitable stops 

Like discussed before, service companies like restaurants, stores, hotels, shopping malls 
are the most possible to own a charging stations, aiming to attract more customers with 
EV and also for environmental reputation, eg, Ikea and McDonalds. This data can be 
obtained by web search companies. 

Electric grid 

The distance from the charging stations to the closest electric grid is an important issue to 
consider. For slow and medium charging which is less than 50 kW, low voltage would be 
enough, however, with fast charging which is more than 50 kW, high voltage and medium 
would both be the options. In this way, it is important to get the medium and high voltage 
electric grid data from Estabanell Distribució. 

Traffic density 

In order to identify the fast charging stations on road, the traffic density is the key 
parameter. We can get this data from the website Ajuntament de Barcelona. They provide 
us with real time traffic situation of all the main roads of Barcelona. 
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3.3 GIS-AHP Methodology 

Introduction 

The AHP-GIS method is a duel method of geographic information system(GIS) and 
analytic hierarchy process(AHP) for site selection. In the past, the site was selected by 
chance or instinct of the stakeholders with no quantitative analyse to support them. Now, 
with a more complex environment, a multi-criteria with technical, environmental and 
economical factors counted need to be developed. AHP is designed for this kind of group 
decision making. QGIS serves as a data viewer of GIS at the beginning, and now it is 
equipped with more plug-ins and features. 
It involved 2 phases: first, the use of AHP to do the multi-criteria analysis sometimes with 
factors conflicting. After the establishment of the multi-criteria, QGIS is used to identify the 
best location providing the information in specific layer according to different analysing 
tool we choose. This method has been applied to various site selection subjects, including 
Sanchez Lazano used the GIS-AHP method to evaluate solar farm locations in southern-
Spain, Chaudhary locate fire stations in the city of Kathmandu, Nepal using the GIS-AHP 
combined method and Sener used combination of AHP and GIS in selecting landfill sites 
in Konya, Turkey. As we can see, it can help decision makers not only in the aspect of 
energy, but also social security and waste management. As innovative as it is, it has room 
for development. More research over the site selection techniques can be done and the 
selection criteria needs more consideration in specific to certain scenarios. 

Phase 1: AHP 

A final decision is made under several criterias. Each one has its own contribution with 
different importance called the criteria weight towards the final decision.  Usually, the 
importance of each criteria is set based on the survey of certain stakeholders and the 
decision makers which in our case, Estabanell Energia. First, we looked into some past 
studies to get some ideas about the selection criteria, and then those initial selection 
criteria was filtered or changed according to their suitability and availability. A more 
specific description of criterias will be presented in the next chapter. Algorithms have 
limitations to present the expert opinions while AHP can incorporate unquantifiable 
variables.  

Phase 2: GIS 

This phase is to develop QGIS to determine the top locations for fast-charging stations. It 
contained the following procedures: find critical datasets from open sources, creating 
QGIS layers representing each data in the case study environment, remove all the 
unsuitable area based on the spatial query function, combining the results of each 
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heatmap layer following the AHP structure and finally testing the sensitivity of the tool[14] . 

1）Spatial query analysis 

Map features like buildings, water areas and protected green area for example are not 
realistic to install charging stations, so we first get the datasheets of existing roads to be 
selected. Also, considering the other 2 criterias, we move the places which are more than 
1000 m away from the substations, main roads and residence areas by creating the buffer 
layers of reference layers and then choose the intersect area of the targeted layer and 
buffer layers. Buffering creates a uniform kernel that can be applied to points, lines and 
polygons. 

Before creating buffer layers, however, each reference layer needs to be reprojected to be 
in the same coordinate reference system(CRS). Because the layer we has are in 
Geographic coordinate reference system with unit of degrees and this is not appropriate 
as we want our analysis to use meters or kilometres[15]. Figure 3.1 shows the process to 
make this spatial query. 

 

Figure 3.1 Spatial query process 
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2）Heatmap analysis  

The heatmap function provides an immediate visual summary of information and allows 
the viewers to understand complex data sets (Kong, Zhang, & Stonebraker, 2015).  The 
heatmap tool in QGIS is used to present the density information. It gives each point an 
proximity distance and decays as the distance increases. The advanced option where we 
can choose the kernel shape is used to determine the decay curve from the center point 
to the end points, see Figure 3.2. In our case, only two kernel shape was used: 
quartic(biweight), triangular. There is  also a uniform kernel shape, while the quartic one is 
most widely used. 

 

Figure 3.2 kernel shape[14] 

 

Figure 3.3 Heatmap creating process 
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4. Model process - Case Studies of Estabanell 

4.1 Introduction 
This section shows the process of getting the result of the GIS-AHP tool for locating ideal 
fast-charging stations connecting to the grid of Estabanell. First, the finalized selection 
criteria are described with their goals and layer proximity distance reasoning in respective. 
Next, the GIS analysis process is presented to get the results. Finally, the selected 9 
locations are analysed with defendable reasons. 

4.2 Fast-charging selection criteria 
After some literature reviews and the consultation with supervisor from Estabanell, a list of 
selection criteria are finalized as below.  

Level 2 layers 

1）Grid impact- The objective is to reduce the cost of installation and also the impact on 

the existing electricity grid network. Fast charging stations require a medium/high voltage 
connection. The closer to the substations means less energy loss, cost and less impact to 
the grid. 
The grid impact requires no combinations and is directly the heatmap of the grid 
substations layer. The closer it is to the substations, the darker colour it is in the heatmap.  
2）Proximity of EV users- The objective is to place the stations where there are more 

facilities for EVs and traffic density. So that more EV users will pass by this area. Because 
we are installing fast charging stations so in most cases, EV drivers need to charge in 
roads instead of at homes. Also, the facilities like restaurants, petrol stations and 
supermarkets also means more cars will passing by.  
3）Environment impact- The objective is to reduce the development impact on nature 

and the surrounding ecosystems. 

Level 3 layers 

1）Distance from the grid substations- We found the shp.file of substations to analyse 

the distance to the substations. 

2）Distance from main roads- We found the shp.file of main roads o analyse the 

distance to them and thus representing the traffic density.  

3）Distance from the residence area- We found the shp.file of buildings and select 
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residence to represent the facilities density since more people living in this area, more 
facilities will be located surrounding. 

4）Protected flora and fauna- We found the shp.file of all roads because if we suppose 

building the stations on the existing roads, no more harm to the environment will be done, 
however it is an idealistic assumption. 

Layer proximity 

Criteria layer  Distance and 
dimensions  

Kernel 
shape  

Processing 
type 

Distance from grid substations  1000 m  Triangular  Buffer 

Distance from main roads  1000 m  Quartic  Buffer 

Residential land use  500 m x 500 m  Quartic Buffer 

 

4.3 Phase 1: AHP 

	  

Figure 4.1 AHP structure (3 levels) 
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4.4 Phase 2: GIS 

Establishing datasheets 

Finding feasible data to be put in QGIS and suitable data according to AHP criteria is the 
most important and also difficult step in developing this tool. The good news is that most 
useful map data is freely available without restriction. The bad news is that there isn’t a 
single authoritative source of map data. 

The sources we have used in this analysis are the following: 

www.bbbike.org is the most powerful data websites. It has open street map data from all 
the world with layers containing information of buildings, landuse, roads, waterways,etc. 
All the layers have its information in attribute tables which allow us to select features. 

GIS has restricted access for the professionals within Estabanell only. It provides detailed 
the location and electrical characteristics information of grids which belong to Estabanell. 

Generalitat is the official websites of the Catalonia municipality. It provides us data in shp. 
File with the information of population and traffic density in open street map. 

Suitability analysis 

As we can see in the attribute table of each layer, there are around 819 substations, 
172801 roads, 1253 residence areas. We want to narrow it down a bit to make it more 
realistic and also easier to do the analysis in the next step. Only those are within 1000m to 
substations, main roads, residence areas are selected. To achieve this, the spatial query 
function was applied. The idea is to make buffer layer of reference layer according to the 
buffer distance which is 1000m in our case. And then select the intersect area of the 
target layer and the buffer layer. It must be noted that all layers must have the same scale 
for their values, same dimensions. So it is important to set them in the same coordinate 
reference system(CRS). Also, we must noted that in order to do the spatial query, each 
reference layer need to be reprojected into a Azimuthal Equidistant EPSG 54032.before it 
was put into buffer layer.  

First we select the suitable area within 1000m to the main roads,see Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 suitable area with 1000 m to the mainroads 

Then we do the same for area within 1000 m to the substations and residence area. We 
choose residence in the type of buildings because residence area means it also has more 
facilities in line with charging stations such as supermarket, petrol stations, restaurants 
which make people stop in these area. 

 

Figure 4.3 Suitable area  

Now we have 828 features selected shown in the line layer out of 172801 features, see in 
Figure 4.3,which means is ready for the next step.  
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Layer combinations 

After the intersect area of buffer substations and buffer mainroads, 42 features of 
substations buffer layer are selected, see Figure 4.4.

 

Figure 4.4 Intersection area 

Then, mainroads raster layer was build based on the heatmap function, which shows the 
density of traffic.12 out of them were selected based on the spatial distribution to avoid 
clustering and the mainroads raster layer, see in Figure 4.5.  

 

Figure 4.5 Selected substations buffer 
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Finally, based on the 12 selected substations buffer and real substations layer, all roads 
selected layer and the capacity of the substations, 7 out 12 were selected, see in Figure 
4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6 Selected charging stations buffer 

These 7 substations were selected based on the AHP structure, see in figure 4.7. Also, it 
was adequately located based on the population of each city. 

 

Figure 4.7 AHP structure (2 levels) 
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4.5 Fast charging protocol 

 

Chademo is a DC charging protocol currently enabling EV charging with power from 6 kW 
to 200 kW. It follows 4 principles: safety, future-proof, easy of application and uniformity. 
For the communication, it enables seamless communication between the car and charger. 
For the uniformity, it’s identical across the globe and can be with or without AC connector. 
For the safety, it follows a strict guideline to guarantee electrical safety in any operation 
conditions. Figure 4.8 shows the current chademo members[16]. 

 

Figure 4.8 Chademo products 

Now its members are from different lines of work like charger builders, municipalities, 
utility companies, EV OEMs and other manufacturers, see in Figure 4.9[16].

 

Figure 4.9 Chademo members 

The following figure shows the technical details of the Chademo Sequence circuit from the 
charger’s side and the vehicle’s side, see in Figure 4.10[16]. 
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Figure 4.10 Chademo sequence circuit 
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5. Analysis of 7 fast-charging EV locations 

5.1 Geographical analysis 
QGIS has a tool which allows the user to identify features in the open attribute table of a 
certain layer. Based on this, the location scores can be calculated on a more precise level. 
A zoomed in view in open street map is essential for decision makers. A reasonable 
distribution can be seen and also follow the intention of decision makers by locating close 
to the highways, residence area and substations. 

Location 1 

This charging station is located right next to the substations CT-0884, within the area of 
E.R. SANT PAU, north of Catalonia. It´s in the C-38 highway also close to a shopping mall 
and a bus station.  The substation has the transformer 3150 V/400 V, with the installed 
power transformer 400 kVA and maximum measured power of the transformer 121.63 kW, 
contracted power 185.69 kW, so that a 200 kW fast charging station is feasible to connect 
to it. 
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Figure 5.1 Location 1 placement 
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Location 2 

    

 

 

Figure 5.2 Location 2 placement 
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This charging station is located right next to the substations CT-0016, within the area of 
E.R. SANT PERE, north of Catalonia. It´s close to the BV-5224 high way also a parking lot 
and is connecting an industrial area to a residence area.  The substation has the 
transformer 3150 V/230 V, with the installed power transformer 400 kVA and maximum 
measured power of the transformer 161.02 kW, contracted power 301.31 kW, so that a 
200 kW fast charging station is feasible to connect to it, with a 230 V/400 V transformer 
added. 

Location 3 

This charging station is located 55 meters away from the substations CT-0757, within the 
area of E.R. TARADELL,north of Catalonia. It´s located just outside the ring of the BV-
5306 highway, in an residential area of town Taradell,also near a forest. The substation 
has the transformer 3150 V/400 V, with the installed power transformer 630 kVA and 
maximum measured power of the transformer 172.77 kW, contracted power 418.67kW, so 
that a 200 kW fast charging station is feasible to connect to it. 
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Figure 5.3 Location 3 placement 
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Location 4 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Location 4 placement 
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This charging station is located 78 meters away from the substations CT-0753, within the 
area of E.R. BALENYA. It is located quite close to the ring road of  the BV-5303 highway 
in an industrial area of town Seva.  The substation has the transformer 3150 V/400 V, with 
the installed power transformer 400 kVA, contracted power 579.24 kW and maximum 
measured power of the transformer 103.66 kW. So that a 200 kW fast charging station is 
feasible to connect to it with a 78 meters 400 V transmission line added. 

Location 5 

This charging station is located 96 meters from the substations CT-0090, in el figaro. It is 
close to the C-17 highway in a residential area of town Montmany, also near a forest.  The 
substation has the transformer 3150 V/230 V, with the installed power transformer  
400 kVA and maximum measured power of the transformer 46.99 kW, contracted power 
241.48 kW, so that a 200 kW fast charging station is feasible to connect to it with a 230 
V/400 V transformer added . 
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Figure 5.5 Location 5 placement 
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Location 6 

    

 

 

Figure 5.6 Location 6 placement 
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This charging station is located 92 meters away from the substations CT-0792, in Bigues. 
It´s located right next to the ring road of the BP-1432 highway also a hospital and 2 
stations, in the residential area of town Bigues i Riells.  The substation has the 
transformer 3150 V/400 V, with the installed power transformer 400 kVA and maximum 
measured power of the transformer 62.19 kW, contracted power 110.12 kW, so that a 200 
kW fast charging station is feasible to connect to it. 

Location 7 

This charging station is located 48 meters away from the substations CT-0890, within the 
area of E.R. L´AMETLLA. It´s close to the intersection of BP-1432 highway in the 
residential area of town l´Ametlla del VallA. The substation has the transformer  
3150 V/400 V, with the installed power transformer 630 kVA and maximum measured 
power of the transformer 55.28 kW, contracted power 197.96 kW, so that a 200 kW fast 
charging station is feasible to connect to it. 
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Figure 5.7 Location 7 placement 
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5.2 Cost analysis 

According to the expense report provided by the professional of distribucio,  
the cost of install a new substations> upgrade the existing transformer capacity> extend 
the transmission line of existing substation.  

Figure 5.8 shows the single line diagram of power systems from generation to 
consumption with the highlight of substations marked in red[17]. 

 

Figure 5.8 Single line diagram of power system 
 

Figure 5.9 shows the Circuit of a fast charger with a line transformer, lower schematic is 
the DC/DC converter[18]. 
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Figure 5.9 Circuit of a fast charger with a line transformer 

 
Table 5.1 and 5.2 show the expense cost according to Estabanell, all the price is without 

VAT. 

 

Table 5.1 Cost of transmission line per meter (400V) 

 

Table 5.2 Cost of transformer (kW) 
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Location 1 
Since the transformer capacity is within the requirement of charging 
stations(50KW*4=200KW), no more upgrade of the substation is needed. The only cost 
involved is to install a charging station.  

According to U.S. department of Energy, the average cost to install a fast charging station 
would be around $22,626=19,406€.[19] 

 

Location 2 

Since the transformer capacity is able to install a 200 kW charging station, no more 
upgrade of substations is needed but a 230 V/400 V transformer will be needed to 
connect the charging station to the grid. The final cost will be the cost of a 200 kW fast 
charging station and a 230 V/400 V transformer.  

5,600 € +19,406€ = 25,006€ 

Location 3 

The power capacity is enough to supply a 200 kW charging station and the voltage is  
400 V so that no more transformers are needed but a 55 meters transmission line of  
400 V will be needed. The final cost will be the cost of a 200 kW fast charging station plus 
the cost of 55 meters transmission line of 400 V. 

71€*55 +19,406€ = 23,311€ 

Location 4 

As we can see, the power capacity is enough so that no more upgrade is install a new 
substation will be needed, but a 78 meters transmission line of 400 V will be needed 
before connecting to the charging stations. The final cost will be the cost of a 200 kW fast 
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charging station plus the cost of 78 meters transmission line of 400 V. 

71€*78+19,406€ = 24,944€ 

 

Location 5 

The power capacity is enough to supply a 200 kW charging stations, however,  96 meters 
transmission line of 400 V will be needed and a 230 V/400 V transformer because we will 
transformer the voltage to 400 V in the transmission line. The final cost will be a 200 kW 
fast charging station, a 230 V/400 V transformer and 96 meters transmission line of 400 V. 

71€*96 + 5,600 € +19,406€ = 31,822€ 

Location 6 

The power capacity can supply a 200 kW charging station, only 92 meters of 400 V 
transmission line will be added before connecting to the charging station. So the final cost 
will be a 200 kW fast charging station plus 92 meters transmission line of 400 V. 

71€*92 +19,406€ =25,938€ 

Location 7 

Same as location 6, but the transmission line will be 48 meters. The final cost will be a  
200 kW fast charging station plus 48 meters transmission line of 400 V. 

71€*48 +19,406€ = 22,814€ 
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6. Discussion 
This section opens a discussion for the results and the methodology in the case of 
Estabanell. The method we developed is based on the certain criteria given by Estabanell, 
which is presented in the process of AHP structure. However, in cases of other DSOs, 
other methodology might be developed based on their different concerns. 

6.1 Location patterns and observations 
Placement of fast charging stations clearly follows the distribution of substations of 
Estabanell, the main roads and residence areas. The distance to the substations is most 
prized, which is to low voltage within 100 m and H/M voltage 1000 m. Because the 
preference of decision makers is clear: lower cost of installation and more users possible. 

6.2 Limitations 
Limitations are when steps in the analysis are not capable to reach their full potential due 
to a subjective barrier. For example, in this study, limitations can happen in the datasheet, 
selection criteria with different importance and the selected methodology. 

Information 

In this study, data was obtained through open source of official website of Catalonia 
municipality and private source of Estabanell distribucio. Data accuracy varies by the 
relevancy of the data and the source of data. For the traffic density, we use the main 
roads GIS layer to represent traffic density because there is no GIS data representing 
traffic directly and it is real time data, which makes it more complicated. Also, the data of 
roads, buildings  from bbbike.org are not updated in time. The most accurate data was the 
electric network of Estabanell, which specific characteristic information of each component 
and is updated every time a new network is established. 

Selection Criteria 

More issues need to be taken into account such as the number of EV users in different 
area and the environmental impact as well as electrical grid impact needs more 
consideration. In addition, in our studies, each criteria was considered equally, with no 
quantitative analysis based on the different importance of each criteria. 
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Selected method 

The selection method we used in QGIS are mainly buffer tools, spatial queries tools and 
heatmap tools. After removing all the unsuitable area by the suitability analysis, we 
choose the 12 substations buffer considering the factors of mainroads, residence, and 
geographical characteristics. However, this process is done manually without quantitative 
analysis.  

6.3 Recommended extensions  
In our studies, we simplified that all charging stations are 200 kW, and will not have any 
impact on the grid if it is within the substations capacity and less than 100 m away. 
However, in real case, more studies about the impact on the grid need to be taken in 
different scenarios.  

Also, a sensitivity analysis about how the change of the criteria can affect the results are 
also interesting for the decision makers to understand which criteria have bigger impact 
on the final locations of the EV charging stations.  

Another thing is that, we assume the charging stations to be installed are all 200 kW with 
4 plugs of 50 kW. However, different spot has different charging needs so that busier 
roads will need higher capacity of the charging stations while others less. 
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Conclusions 
Decarbonising transport and mobility systems is a pressing challenge for global and 
European climate change mitigation. Understanding and differentiating the performance 
and potential of emerging new and innovative transport and mobility systems will be 
fundamental in implementing successful and sustainable transformation paths. 
Smart mobility systems and services have the promise to contribute to the needed 
decarbonisation of the transport sector and might also help address persistent problems 
of congestion and accessibility. 

The future of smart mobility is automation, sharing and electrification of the vehicles. 
Because EVs can reduce emission, improve energy efficiency as well as safety. The 
Catalonia municipality has just passed the ‘Climate Change Bill’, a law that reduce its 
emission by 40% by 2030, 65% by 2040 and 100% by 2050 based on 2005 level , which 
leads to a bright future of electric vehicles. In dense urban environments where space is 
limited, EVs are widely accepted and thus need a reliable, efficient and intelligent charging 
infrastructure. 
The slow-charging points are obviously insufficient to fully satisfy the charging needs of 
the EV users. An upgrade of the charging infrastructure needs to and will happen. 
Selecting locations for the fast charging stations is extremely important, especially in the 
early phase of fast charging development.  

 
This study has made a potential market analysis for the fast charging stations and EV 
charging habits of different customers. And then, a useful tool to decide the fast-charging 
locations in the perspective of charging point manager as well as electric retail company 
was also developed.GIS-AHP method has been selected to make sense of complex urban 
factors and expert knowledge towards a geographic solution. First, a 3 level AHP multi-
criteria was developed from the literature review, consultation with experts and 
supervisors. GIS layers represent selection criteria created through GIS datasheets and  
then were analysed by QGIS. The final objective layer is after the consideration of all the 
criterias: grid impact, environment impact and proximity of EV users. 
In the end, 7 locations were selected based on the selecting method. All of them are 
positioned in a main road or close by. Also, with close connection to the substation, 
resulting in a less installation cost. 
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GIS-AHP method can be used for not only fast-charging site selection, but also other site 
selection issues. Because comparing it to other location-allocation studies, it can 
incorporate quantitative and non-quantitative factor. There is no doubt to see more and 
more location-allocation problems are applying this methodology especially in urban 
environments. 
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